AVAILABLE PANEL, METAL, GLASS AND COAT COLOURS

MELAMINED PANEL

- POLAR BIRCH D9420 BS
- LIGHT BEECH D9240 BS
- BEECH D381 PR
- DARK WALNUT D1925 BS
- CHERRY MARBELLA D9755 SU

- WHITE 6458 PE
- GREY U112 PE
- GRAPHITE U164 PE
- AMBER OAK K006 SN
- CONCRETE D3274 (only for BLOCK reception)

- ARCTIC OAK K005 PS
- CRAFT OAK K002 SN
- CARBON WALNUT K016SN
- TIEPOLO WALNUT D8953SU

Presented colours do not constitute a legal offer.
Due to constant improvement of the offered products, the producer reserves the right to introduce alternations in the offer.
Reproduced colours may differ from actual colours of the offered furniture.

www.wuteh.com.pl
AVAILABLE PANEL, METAL, GLASS AND COAT COLOURS

**MELAMINED PANEL** (only in BLOG and TRIO cabinets)

- CLARET U2401
- SEA BLUE U3824

**METAL**

- WHITE RAL 9016
- SILVER RAL 9006
- ANTHRACITE RAL 7016
- BLACK RAL 9005

Presented colours do not constitute a legal offer. Due to constant improvement of the offered products, the producer reserves the right to introduce alternations in the offer. Reproduced colours may differ from actual colours of the offered furniture.

AVAILABLE PANEL, METAL, GLASS AND COAT COLOURS

**HPL PANEL**

- ANTHRACITE U164 MT
- VANILLA U3261 VL (MT)
- LIGHT GREY U2653 VL (MT)
- DUBLIN OAK D3822 OW
- MADRID OAK D3801 CL
- SANKT MORITZ WALNUT D3829 OW

Presented colours do not constitute a legal offer.
Due to constant improvement of the offered products, the producer reserves the right to introduce alternations in the offer.
Reproduced colours may differ from actual colours of the offered furniture.
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AVAILABLE PANEL, METAL, GLASS AND COAT COLOURS

ACRYLUX PANEL

ORANGE 9133
RED 3362
PURPLE 4548
GREEN 5320
GREY 85383

DARK BROWN 6300
CAPPUCINO 7498
ICY WHITE 6000X (U-1027)
SCHWARZ – 8421X (U-1200)
DARK GREY – 8538 (U-1233)

Presented colours do not constitute a legal offer.
Due to constant improvement of the offered products, the producer reserves the right to introduce alternations in the offer.
Reproduced colours may differ from actual colours of the offered furniture.
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AVAILABLE PANEL, METAL, GLASS AND COAT COLOURS

LACQUERED MDF PANEL (RECEPTION DIAMOND)

- WHITE RAL 9003
- GRAPHITE RAL 7012
- BLACK RAL 7021

GLASS OVERPRINT (RECEPTION DIAMOND)

- GRAPHICS 1
- GRAPHICS 2
- GRAPHICS 3
- GRAPHICS 4
- GRAPHICS 5
- GRAPHICS 6
- GRAPHICS 7
- GRAPHICS 8

Presented colours do not constitute a legal offer. Due to constant improvement of the offered products, the producer reserves the right to introduce alternations in the offer. Reproduced colours may differ from actual colours of the offered furniture.
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AVAILABLE PANEL, METAL, GLASS AND COAT COLOURS

STRUCTURAL COAT (RECEPTION MAGIC MATT)

- RUST
- COPPER
- CONCRETE

GLASS (RECEPTIONS COUNTERTOPS)

- MILK WHITE RAL 9003
- BLACK RAL 9005
- ANTHRACITE RAL 7016
- SILVER RAL 9006

Presented colours do not constitute a legal offer.
Due to constant improvement of the offered products, the producer reserves the right to introduce alternations in the offer.
Reproduced colours may differ from actual colours of the offered furniture.
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AVAILABLE PANEL, METAL, GLASS AND COAT COLOURS

NATURAL VENEER – SORENO

AMERICAN WALNUT

OAK

LACQUERED MDF – SORENO

CLARET RAL 3005 SOFT

GRAPHITE RAL 7021 SOFT

TURQUISE RAL 5009 SOFT

FORBO MAT – SORENO

FORBO MAT HU19015

Presented colours do not constitute a legal offer.
Due to constant improvement of the offered products, the producer reserves the right to introduce alternations in the offer.
Reproduced colours may differ from actual colours of the offered furniture.
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AVAILABLE PANEL, METAL, GLASS AND COAT COLOURS

FINISH OPTION I

NATURALI BIANCO
TOP

NCS 1002-Y
PEDESTAL RISER

BLACK RAL 7021
MDF

BLACK RAL 9005
METAL

FINISH OPTION II

NATURALI NOIR
TOP

NCS 5020 Y-40R
PEDESTAL RISER

BLACK RAL 7021
MDF

BLACK RAL 9005
METAL

Presented colours do not constitute a legal offer.
Due to constant improvement of the offered products, the producer reserves the right to introduce alternations in the offer.
Reproduced colours may differ from actual colours of the offered furniture.
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